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Our ethically sourced and hand-made, organic and eco-friendly giftwrap & gift

bags have been specifically designed to meet the growing demands of your most

eco-conscious customers, without compromising on looks, quality and style.

 

With Wrapuccino, we want to show the World that wrapping can not only be

beautiful but also fully sustainable. The wraps can be re-used for many years to come

or re-purposed, depending on the design, as a tablecloth, a scarf or a carrier bag.

 
Wrapping in fabric doesn't require any sticky tape, scissors or plastic ribbons. 
It can be as simple as tying two corners of the wrap together in a matter of seconds, 

or can involve creating elaborate works of arts with the use of the ancient art of

Furoshiki or simply your imagination.

 

Our wraps are handmade and finished to the highest standards. Available in a variety

of styles, colours and fabrics, including custom designs that match the look and feel of

your business. 

 

Standard sizes: around 50x50cm and 70x70cm, other sizes available on request.

Sourced and produced in Europe. Many fabrics from the UK.

Fabric: 100% organic cotton, polycotton, silk, satin, silky satin, velvet, hemp. 

Other fabrics available on request.

Make your gift a piece of art





CHRISTMAS PATTERNS
PREMIUM COLLECTION:

ROSE & HUBBLE
JOHN LOUDEN 

 

 

Sourced in the UK

100% cotton, 130g

CRH314                                        CRH315                                          CRH317                         

CRH

CRH320                                       CRH330                                       CRH331                          

CC332



JLX0043:W                      JLX0043:G                     JLX0043:R                 JLX0043: C

JLX0040:C                         JLX0040:R                    JLX0040:W                JLX0040:G

METALLIC
PREMIUM COLLECTION:

JOHN LOUDEN 

 
 

Sourced in the UK
100% cotton, 140gsm

Thick and durable fabric. 

The added metallic glow gives the

fabric a touch of luxury.



JLX0043:W                      JLX0043:G                     JLX0043:R                 JLX0043: C

JLX0040:C                         JLX0040:R                    JLX0040:W                JLX0040:G

POLYCOTTON
A PLAYFUL & COST-
EFFECTIVE OPTION

 Sourced in the UK
 

Thin and easy-to-wrap

80% Polyester 20% cotton, approx

90gsm.



CHRISTMAS PATTERN
ORGANIC 100% COTTON

OEKO-TEX CERTIFIED
LAST YEAR'S BEST-SELLING

DESIGNS*

 

The textiles are sourced in Poland. 

130g

CC01                                          CC02                                        CC03                     

CC04                                          CC05                                          CC06                    



CC11                                 CC012                             CC013                        CC014

CHRISTMAS PATTERN
ORGANIC 100% COTTON

OEKO-TEX CERTIFIED

Christmas tree pattern*
 

The textiles are sourced Poland. 

130g

CC07                                 CC08                         CC09                            CC10



CC15                                CC16                                CC17                       CC18

CC19                             CC20                              CC21                            CC22

CHRISTMAS PATTERN
ORGANIC 100% COTTON

OEKO-TEX CERTIFIED

Stars*
 

The textiles are sourced in Poland. 

130g



CC23                                CC24                                 CC25                      CC26

CC27                               CC28                            CC29                         CC30

CHRISTMAS PATTERN
ORGANIC 100% COTTON

OEKO-TEX CERTIFIED

Scandi Print*
 

The textiles are sourced in Poland

130g



SATIN

SATIN IS A THIN AND SHINY FABRIC,

ADDING THIS BIT OF BLINK TO

YOUR GIFT

The fabric is sourced in Italy 

 

SS003                                                SS002                                           SS003                 

CHRISTMAS COLOURS



COTTON LUREX

THE COTTON/ LUREX BLEND HAS A
METALLIC-SHINY FEEL TO IT,

ADDING TO THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

The fabric is sourced in the UK.

 

86% Cotton 14% Lurex

CL001                                 CL002                               CL003                               



Specifically designed for
your busy, yet eco-

conscious customers. 
 

The fabric wine bags are
perfect for those who don't

want to compromise on
style while caring about

sustainability.
 

These are handmade from
100% cotton fabric, satin,

velvet or any other fabric of
your choice.

Give your wine 
more elegance.



These wine bags come with various ribbons ensuring each
one is uniquely one-of-a-kind. You can mix and match

different colours and styles of the wine bag and the ribbon.
 

Fits every standard wine, champagne, Proseccco bottle.
Magnum size is also available.

 
The ribbon/ fabric can be customised with your company's

logo/ motto. 
 

Different designs, sizes and fabrics available including satin,
velvet, silk, also custom-made.  

The wine bags are available in all prints shown in this
brochure. 

The ribbons can be made from plain or patterned fabrics of
your choice.

.



VELVET

Velvet is incredibly soft and pleasant to the touch
and will add the high-end feel to any gift.

 
Although not christmassy per se, velvet is such a

luxurious fabric that with the addition of the right
ribbon, it will make any gift feel special and festive

The fabric is sourced in Germany

100% polyester 

250g

V001                               V002                             VOO3                           V004



Endless design

options
Since most of our wraps and wine bags
are hand-made, we can accommodate

nearly any request. 
 

If you haven't found what you're looking
for in this catalogue, please do reach out

as we may be able to provide exactly what
you require.

 
We don't keep huge stock to avoid

unnecessary waste. This way you can be
sure your order is exactly tailored to your

needs.
 

Custom fabric designs are also available
with a minimum order of 50 wraps/ bags

per custom design.
 

Please get in touch today:
hello@wrapuccino.com

 



We offer 2 eco-packaging options, both fully recyclable and
compostable. We print on FSC® and recycled papers,

absolutely no plastic.

Minimum-waste eco-paper wraps.
We especially recommend them for
online stores though they look great
on displays as well. Complimentary

with your order.

Full rack display eco-packaging for your
store. They come with instructions on

how to wrap and a cut-out area to
touch and see the fabric.



With your first order, you will also receive the rights to
distribute and play our videos on how to wrap. We also

do online and in-person workshops on Furoshiki
techniques (gift wrapping in fabric).

https://youtu.be/pWGwEM493pQ


Wrapuccino

www.wrapuccino.com

hello@wrapuccino.com

SAVING THE PLANET ONE GIFT AT A TIME


